We present a closed formula, analogous to the Weyl dimension formula, for the signature of an invariant Hermitian form on any finite-dimensional irreducible representation of a real reductive Lie group, assuming that such a form exists. The formula shows in a precise sense that the form must be very indefinite. For example, if an irreducible representation of GLpn, Rq admits an invariant form of signature pp, qq, then we show that pp´qq 2 ď p`q. The proof is an application of Kostant's computation of the kernel of the Dirac operator.
Introduction
Suppose G is a complex connected reductive algebraic group defined over R, and GpRq the group of real points. Suppose that pπ, V q, π : GpRq Ñ GLpV q » GLpdimpπq, Cq (1.1a)
is an irreducible finite-dimensional complex representation of GpRq. Of course Weyl's dimension formula provides a simple closed formula for dimpπq. It often happens that V admits a non-zero GpRq-invariant Hermitian form
x, y π : VˆV Ñ C, xπpgqv, πpgqwy " xv, wy.
(1.1b)
In this case Schur's lemma guarantees that the form is non-degenerate, and unique up to a nonzero real factor. Sylvester's law says that the form has a signature pppπq, qpπqq, ppπq`qpπq " dimpπq, (1.1c)
π : G Ñ U pV, x¨,¨yq » U pppπq, qpπqq.
(1.1d)
Changing the form by a positive factor does not change ppπq and qpπq, and changing it by a negative factor interchanges them. Therefore both the absolute value of the difference and the unordered pair
Sigpπq " def |ppπq´qpπq|, Σpπq " def tppπq, qpπqu (1.1e)
are well-defined whenever π is finite-dimensional irreducible, and admits a nonzero invariant form. Because dimpπq is computable, calculating Σpπq is equivalent to calculating the non-negative integer Sigpπq. That calculation is the main result of this paper (Theorem 5.12), with a formula nearly as easy to calculate as Weyl's dimension formula. Because the general case involves a number of slightly subtle technicalities, we will in this introduction state only a special case.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose G " GLpn, Rq, and λ " pλ 1 , . . . , λ n q is a decreasing sequence of integers. Write pπ C pλq, V pλqq " algebraic representation of GLpn, Cq of highest weight λ.
Write n " 2m`ǫ, m " rn{2s, ǫ " 0 or 1.
1. The restriction πpλq to GLpn, Rq is still irreducible.
2. The representation πpλq of GLpn, Rq admits an invariant Hermitian form if and only if λ " p´λ n ,´λ n´1 , . . . ,´λ 1 q;
equivalently, if there is a decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers µ " pµ 1 , . . . , µ m q so that λ " # pµ 1 , . . . , µ m ,´µ m , . . . ,´µ 1 q pǫ " 0q pµ 1 , . . . , µ m , 0,´µ m , . . . ,´µ 1 q pǫ " 1q 3. Suppose πpλq admits an invariant Hermitian form. Define σpµq to be the irreducible representation of Spinpnq of highest weight µ`p1{2, . . . , 1{2q. Then Sigpπpλqq " dimpσpµqq{2 m´1`ǫ .
The denominator in the last formula is the dimension of an irreducible (half) spin representation of Spinpnq, of highest weight p1{2, . . . , 1{2q. That it always divides the numerator is a classical fact about representations of spin groups. Of course the division is needed to make the formula give the correct signature of`1 in case λ " 0.
This formulation is a bit misleading. The general result Theorem 5.12 involves for GLpnq a rather different representation of Spinpnq, of highest weight 2µ`pm´1`ǫ{2, m´3`ǫ{2, . . . , ǫ{2q.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will then follow by a formal manipulation of the Weyl dimension formula. We carry out the details at the end of Section 5.
Nevertheless we can see in this special case some interesting behavior of the signature. In what follows we use the notation of the theorem, always assuming that πpλq " finite-dimensional Hermitian irreducible of GLpn, Rq.
(1.3a)
Because SLpn, Rq is noncompact and simple, it cannot admit nontrivial finitedimensional unitary representations; that is, there can be no nontrivial homomorphism from SLpn, Rq to U pN q. Consequently Sigpπpλqq ą 0 whenever λ ‰ 0. It is not difficult to prove (for example, using the structure of maximal tori in U pp, qq) a little more: a nontrivial homomorphism from SLpn, Rq to U pp,can exist only if |p´q| ě n´1. That is,
This estimate is the best possible absolute bound, because Sigpπp1, 0, . . . , 0,´1qq " n´1 either by Theorem 1.2 or by direct calculation of the invariant Hermitian form xX, Y y " trpXY q on the complexified adjoint representation (on nˆn complex matrices of trace zero). One thing that Theorem 1.2 shows is the "typical" behavior of signatures. The Weyl dimension formula is a polynomial in λ: deg λ pdimpπpλ"`n 2´n˘{ 2 "ˆn 2˙" 2m 2`m p2ǫ´1q.
(1.3b) (The number of positive roots for G is pdim G´rank Gq{2.) The signature formula in the theorem is also a polynomial in λ, but now of degree deg λ pSigpπpλ"ˆˆn 2˙´r n{2s˙{2 " m 2`m pǫ´1q ď deg λ pdimq{2. (1.3c)
The conclusion is that for "generic" λ, signature grows more slowly than square root of dimension: (1.3d) the invariant Hermitian form is close to being maximally isotropic. There is a similar statement for any real reductive GpRq, with square root replaced by pdim K´rankpKqq{pdim G´rankpGqq.
Here KpRq is a maximal compact subgroup of GpRq. For GLpn, Rq, the formulas are so simple and explicit that we can calculate dimpπpλqq " Sigpπpλqq This is a much stronger version of (1.3d). It would be fascinating to find a direct representation-theoretic interpretation of this formula. (A difficulty is that for n ě 4, the last product (which is always at least 1) need not be an integer.) Here is how the rest of the paper is organized. Section 2 recalls the highest weight parametrization of finite-dimensional representations (Proposition 2.6) and the identification of Hermitian representations (Proposition 2.8). Section 3 concerns the structure of the "restricted Weyl group;" it can be omitted in the (very common) case rank G " rank K. Section 4 calculates the signature of an invariant Hermitian form on extremal weight spaces (Corollary 3.9); this is easy, amounting to a calculation in SLp2, Rq. Section 5 recalls from [4] and [3, Theorem 4.2] elementary facts (Proposition 5.9) about the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator on finite-dimensional representations. A simple linear algebra result (Lemma 5.11), based on the self-adjointness of the Dirac operator, then implies that the signature of an invariant Hermitian form is essentially equal to the signature on the kernel of the Dirac operator (Corollary 5.10). Finally, we use the result from Section 4 to calculate the signature on the kernel of the Dirac operator, and deduce our main result Theorem 5.12 calculating signatures for finite-dimensional representations of arbitrary real reductive groups.
We thank Jeffrey Adams for pointing out to us the interesting behavior of signatures of forms on finite-dimensional representations. The third author, who is an MIT undergraduate student, embarked on an exploration of this behavior using the atlas software from [8] as a summer research project in 2018, under the guidance of the first author, an MIT graduate student. He discovered experimentally the polynomial dependence on λ in Theorem 1.2. The first author found a way to bound signatures from above, which for GLpn, Rq gave the formula in Theorem 1.2 as an upper bound for Sigpπpλqq. (This method of the first author is a version of Lemma 5.11.) At this point the second author, who was old enough to remember [4] , was able to join the race at Hereford Street.
Weights and Hermitian representations
We continue as in (1.1) with G complex connected reductive algebraic group σ R : G Ñ G antiholomorphic involutive automorphism
We will make constant use of a fixed Cartan involution
the characteristic requirement of θ is that the antiholomorphic automorphism
is a compact real form of G. Then automatically
is a (possibly disconnected) reductive subgroup of G, preserved by σ R , and
is a maximal compact subgroup of GpRq. The Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra is the eigenspace decomposition under θ:
What is much deeper and more powerful and is the Cartan decomposition of the group: GpRq " KpRq¨exppspRqq; (2.1g) the map from right to left is a diffeomorphism. Every σ R -stable maximal torus H Ă G has a GpRq-conjugate which is preserved by θ. We therefore consider
" maximal compact subgroup of HpR.
(2.2a)
Notice that T is a reductive abelian algebraic group, and T pRq its (unique) compact real form. If we define a " hpRq X s, A " exppaq.
then the Cartan decomposition (2.1g) gives a Lie group direct product decomposition
The group A is not algebraic: if we define B " H´θ then B is an abelian algebraic group, and
A " Lie group identity component of BpRq
The notation in (2.2b) (particularly for A) is very traditional and rather useful (for describing continuous characters of HpRq, for example). But the nonalgebraic nature of A must always be remembered.
The roots of H in G are complex-valued algebraic (and in particular holomorphic) characters of H:
α : H Ñ Cˆpα P RpG, Hqq.
(2.2c)
As holomorphic characters, the roots are determined by their restrictions to HpRq, or the differentials of those restrictions:
We will often write just α for either α R or its differential, relying on the context to avoid ambiguity. But for the structural results we are now describing, it is helpful to maintain an explicit distinction. In accordance with tradition, we will write the group structure on roots as`, even though it corresponds to multiplication of characters of H. Because the automorphism θ is assumed to preserve H, it automatically acts on the roots. A moment's thought shows that σ R also permutes the root spaces, and therefore acts on the roots by the requirement
These two actions are related by
The root α is called real if dα R is real valued (equivalently, if α R is realvalued). Because of (2.2e), α is real ðñ σ R pαq " α ðñ θpαq "´α.
(2.2f)
In case α is real, the root subgroup φ α : SLp2q Ñ G may be chosen to be defined over R with the standard real form of SLp2q:
The root β is called imaginary if dβ R is imaginary-valued (equivalently, if β R takes values in the unit circle). Because of (2.2e),
In case β is imaginary, the root subgroup φ β is defined over R, but with one of two different real forms of SLp2q. In case
we say that β is noncompact imaginary. In case
we say that β is compact imaginary. Finally, the root γ is called complex if dγ R is neither real nor purely imaginary valued (equivalently, if γ R takes non-real values of absolute value not equal to 1). Because of (2.2e), γ is complex ðñ σ R pγq ‰˘γ ðñ θpγq ‰˘γ.
(2.2k)
It is equivalent to require that the root subgroup
is not defined over R for any real structure on SLp2q.
There are (up to conjugation by KpRq) two maximal tori of particular interest to us. First is the maximally split torus
This torus is characterized by the three equivalent requirements dim R A s is as large as possible dim R T s pRq is as small as possible there are no noncompact imaginary roots of H s in G.
Inside the root system RpG, H s q we can find a set of positive roots Rs " R`pG, H s q satisfying the nonimaginary roots in Rs are preserved by´θ.
There is a unique Weyl group element specified by the requirement
it commutes with θ (as an automorphism of H), and so acts on T pRq and A. Next, the maximally compact torus (sometimes called the fundamental torus)
This torus is characterized by the four equivalent requirements dim R A c is as small as possible dim R T c pRq is as large as possible T c pRq 0 is a maximal torus in KpRq 0 there are no real roots of H c in G.
Inside the root system RpG, H c q we can find a set of positive roots Rc " R`pG, H c q satisfying Rc is preserved by θ. (2.4c)
Our next goal is to recall the parametrization (due to Cartan and Weyl) of finite-dimensional representations of GpRq by highest weights. In order to do that, we need two more bits of notation. For each root α, recall that the coroot α _ is the restriction to the maximal torus of the root SLp2q:
The homomorphism φ α is unique only up to conjugation by diagonal matrices in SLp2q, but α _ is (therefore) absolutely unique. The homomorphism α _ is specified by its differential
If α is real, so that φ α is defined over R, then we can define 1. Every irreducible finite-dimensional representation of GpRq remains irreducible on restriction to the identity component, and so defines an irreducible finite-dimensional complex representation of the complex reductive Lie algebra g.
2.
The H-weights of finite-dimensional representations of GpRq are precisely the strongly integral characters of HpRq (see (2.5f)).
3. If γ is a strongly integral character of HpRq, then there is a finite-dimensional representation F pγq of GpRq having extremal weight γ. 
1. Each group GpRq rHs contains GpRq 7 , with equality for the maximally compact Cartan H " H c of (2.4a). Proof. For (1), suppose g P GpRq 7 . Choose (according to the definition of GpRq 7 ) g 0 P GpRq 0 so that Adpgq " Adpg 0 q. This means in particular that g´1 0 g P ZpGpRqq Ă HpRq, which is the first assertion of (1). The last assertion we will address in Section 4 after we have discussed restricted roots.
Each group π
The first assertion in (2) is an immediate consequence of (1). The second we will prove in Proposition 3.4(6) below.
For (3), Proposition 2.6 guarantees that there is an irreducible finite-dimensional F pγq of extremal weight γ, and that F pγq remains irreducible for GpRq 0 . The rest of (3) is a formal consequence.
We turn next to the calculation of Hermitian duals. Proposition 2.8. Suppose again that G is a reductive algebraic group as in (2.1), and H is a real θ-stable maximal torus as in (2.2). We use the decomposition HpRq " T pRqˆA of (2.2b). Write
X˚pT q " tcontinuous characters λ R :
for the characters of the compact group T pRq. We identify characters of the vector group A " exppaq with the complex dual space aC " Hompa, Cq, sending ν P aC to the character exppXq Þ Ñ exppνpXqq pX P aq or equivalently a Þ Ñ a ν pa P Aq.
Characters of HpRq may be indexed by pairs
γ " pλ, νq P X˚pT qˆaC.
The differential of such a character γ is
dγ " pdλ, νq P itpRq˚ˆaC.
The Hermitian dual of γ is
4. If γ is strongly integral, then the Hermitian dual of a finite-dimensional representation F pγq (of extremal weight γ) is a finite-dimensional representation F pγ h q (of extremal weight γ h ).
Suppose γ
h is conjugate by W to γ, so that F pγq h also has extremal weight γ. If π 6. Suppose H s is maximally split as in (2.3), and pλ s , ν s q is a strongly integral Rs -dominant weight. Then
In particular, there is a nonzero invariant Hermitian form if and only if
7. Suppose H c is maximally compact as in (2.4), and pλ c , ν c q is a strongly integral Rc -dominant weight. Then
In particular, there is a nonzero invariant Hermitian form only if ν c is purely imaginary.
Describing sufficient conditions for the existence of a form using the maximally compact Cartan H c is complicated; we will address this in Corollary 4.3. Sketch of Proof. The identification of algebraic characters of T with continuous characters of the compact real form T pRq is a feature of any reductive algebraic group. Parts (1)- (3) are immediate. The Hermitian dual of a direct sum is the direct sum of the Hermitian duals, so (4) follows. In case H " H s , the extremal weight pλ s ,´ν s q is evidently dominant for the positive system w 0,s¨R`p G, H s q, and (5) follows.
For (6), the only difficulty is that F pλ c , ν c q is not unique: we only know that F pλ c , ν c q h is some representation of highest weight pλ c ,´ν c q. This proves the necessity of the condition in (6) (for existence of an invariant form). The hypothesis for the last assertion in (6) amounts to
which implies that the representation F pλ c , ν c q is unique.
Restricted Weyl group
Our goal is to study invariant Hermitian forms on extremal weight spaces with respect to a maximally compact Cartan
as in (2.4) . In order to do that, we first need to understand how the roots and Weyl group of H c restrict to T c ; that is the subject of this section. Fix a θ-stable system of positive roots Rc Ă RpG, H c q.
for the Weyl group of H c in G. We are interested in several subgroups of W , including
Weyl group of imaginary roots
The reason we do not call W K the "compact Weyl group" is that it need not be the Weyl group of a root system. The first important fact about the maximally compact Cartan is that no root is trivial on T c,0 . The reason is that (for any θ-stable real Cartan) the roots vanishing on t are exactly the real roots (see (2.2f)); and on H c there are no real roots (see (2.4)). We can therefore introduce the restricted roots
The dual lattice to X˚pH c q{X˚pH c q´θ is
The restricted coroots are by definition
The restricted roots and coroots form a root datum
in the torus T c,0 . This root datum is not reduced when the third case for coroots arises. Restriction to T c,0 defines an isomorphism
Inside this root datum are several smaller root data.
1. The reduced restricted root datum, written R res,red , consisting of the restricted roots α so that 2α is not a restricted root; equivalently, those falling in cases (1) and (2) of (3.1e). This subsystem is preserved by W θ , and has the same Weyl group: W pR res,red q " W pR res q.
2. The complex subsystem, written R res,cplx , consisting of the restrictions to T c,0 of the complex roots and the corresponding coroots. This subsystem is preserved by the action of W θ , and so defines a normal subgroup
3. The imaginary subsystem, written R res,imag , consisting of the restrictions to T c,0 of the imaginary roots and the corresponding coroots. This subsystem is preserved by the action of W θ , and so defines a normal subgroup
The imaginary roots have a Z{2Z grading in which the compact imaginary roots are even and the noncompact imaginary roots are odd (cf. (2.2h)). This grading is respected by W cplx , but not usually by W imag .
4. The root datum for K, written R K . Its roots are the disjoint union of the complex roots and the compact imaginary roots:
Sketch of Proof. That the restricted roots are a root system is classical. The term "restricted roots" most often refers to restriction to the split part of a maximally split torus. The fact those restrictions constitute a root system is proved in [2, Section VII.2]. Helgason's arguments can be applied (with substantial simplifications) to show that R res is a root datum. Another classical fact is that t c contains regular elements, so that no element of W can fix all elements of t c . This proves that restriction to T c,0 is an injective group homomorphism on W θ . That the image contains W pR res q follows from
α`θα a root.
(Only the second assertion requires thought, and it is very easy.) That W θ is generated by elements of these three kinds is due perhaps to Knapp; a proof may be found in [7, Proposition 3.12] .
For (1), the complex roots are precisely those having a non-trivial restriction to the´1 eigenspace a of θ. That W θ preserves these roots is obvious. In particular, the reflections in complex restricted roots preserve complex roots. This last fact is the main part of the proof that the complex roots are a root datum.
Part (2) is exactly parallel, except that this time the condition is trivial restriction to a. The grading was already explained after (2.2h); that it is preserved by compact imaginary reflections is clear. We postpone for a moment the assertion that it is preserved by complex reflections.
Because K 0 is a reductive algebraic group with maximal torus T c,0 , we have the root datum of K 0 in X˚pT c,0 q and X˚pT c,0 q. Evidently this includes the compact imaginary roots. From each complex root β with root vector X β we get a root vector X β`θ X β P k for β; so the complex roots are automatically roots for K 0 . This proves (3). Because the complex root reflections have representatives in K, they must preserve the compact/noncompact grading on the imaginary roots. This completes the proof of (2).
Recall that we have fixed a θ-stable set of positive roots Rc ; this defines automatically a positive root system Rr es for the restricted roots, and also for the complex, imaginary, and compact roots. Write Γ c for the Dynkin diagram of Rc (a graph with a vertex for each simple α and an edge labelled r from α to β whenever α`rβ is a root). Then θ defines an automorphism of Γ c . The Dynkin diagram Γ res for the restricted roots has as vertex set the orbits of θ on Γ c . A fixed point on Γ c corresponds to an imaginary simple root in Γ res ; an orbit consisting of two non-adjacent simple roots α and θpαq corresponds to a complex simple root α in the second case of (3.1e); and an orbit consisting of two adjacent simple roots α and θpαq corresponds to a non-reduced complex simple root α in the third case of (3.1e). (Such a vertex α is joined to itself in the restricted Dynkin diagram Γ res since 2α is the (imaginary) root α`θpαq. See for example the top right diagram in Table 1 .) The reduced restricted roots are the restrictions of roots which involve either both or neither of a pair pα, θαq of adjacent simple roots. Such roots in R are themselves a θ-stable subsystem R red . The simple roots of R red are those of R, except that each adjacent complex pair pα, θαq is replaced by the single imaginary simple root α`θα.
This process is illustrated for SLp5, Rq in Table 1 . The Dynkin diagram in the upper left is for R, showing the action of θ reversing the line. The diagram on the upper right is for the restricted roots, obtained by folding the diagram on the left in half. The diagram on the lower left eliminates the complex roots for which 2α is a root, by replacing the two middle roots by their sum. On the lower right are the restricted reduced roots: the complex restricted root α has been replaced by an imaginary (restricted) root α`θα. In each diagram imaginary vertices are indicated with a filled circle, and complex vertices with an empty circle.
We offer one more example, the restricted root system for the split real form of E 6 . In this case the Cartan involution θ interchanges the long legs of the Dynkin diagram. There are no adjacent pairs pα, θαq, so the restricted root system is already reduced. Its Dynkin diagram is obtained by folding together the long legs of the E 6 diagram, obtaining a diagram of type F 4 . Again imaginary vertices are illustrated with a filled circle, and complex vertices with an empty circle. Returning to general G, define
Define the singular imaginary roots by
the singular complex roots by R sing cplx " tδ P R res | x2ρ imag , δ _ y " 0u, (3.3c) and the singular noncompact roots by
Using these root systems, we can begin to understand the restricted Weyl group W θ " W res .
Proposition 3.4. We use the notation of Proposition 3.2.
1. The weight 2ρ cplx is dominant for Rr es and regular for the complex roots. Therefore the singular imaginary roots form a Levi subsystem in R res , consisting entirely of imaginary roots. We get a semidirect product decomposition
2. The weight 2ρ imag is dominant for Rr es and regular for the imaginary roots. Therefore the singular complex roots form a Levi subsystem in R res , consisting entirely of complex roots. We get a semidirect product decomposition
For the last items, we modify our θ-stable choice of positive roots Rc to a new choice R`, K c making 2ρ K dominant.
The weight
gq˙" θpφ βj pgqq as in (2.2h). Define
a representative in N G pH c q for the simple reflection s βj , and
For B Ă t1, . . . , ru, define
Then
4. The Weyl group element s B admits a representative in K if and only if there is a coweight ℓ B P X˚pH c q satisfying
In this case the representative may be taken to be r s B " exppπiℓ B qσ B .
Define
W sing ncpt pKq " ts B P pZ{2Zq r | H B P p1`θqX˚pH c qu pB Ă t1, . . . , ruq.
Then there is a semidirect product decomposition
sing ncpt pKq, the second factor being an abelian group with every element of order one or two.
6. Define
Sketch of Proof. We recommend examining Table 3 to get a more concrete picture of the constructions in the proposition.
Part (2) is [7, Proposition 3.12(c)]; part (1) can be proven in exactly the same way. For (3), the dominance of 2ρ K comes from the choice of positive roots, and the regularity for K is a general fact about positive root sums in a root datum. This implies that the singular noncompact roots are roots in a Levi factor for the restricted root datum, and are all noncompact imaginary. In particular, the sum of two distinct singular noncompact roots cannot be a root; for if it were root, the grading would necessarily make it even, and so compact, and therefore not singular.
The absence of root sums shows that the noncompact singular system consists of orthogonal simple roots, and is therefore of type A r 1 . The assertions before (4) all take place in SU p1, 1q r , where they are easy computations. For (4), any representative of s B is of the form
and r s B belongs to K if and only if
or equivalently exppiπpℓ´θℓqq " expp´iπH B q.
The kernel of expp2πiq on h c is X˚pH c q, so the conclusion is that there must be an element ℓ B P X˚pH c q satisfying is a representative for s B in K. For (5), suppose w P W K . Clearly wpRK q is another positive root system for R K , so there is a unique w 1 P W pR K q " W K0 satisfying wpRK q " w 1 pRKq,
Therefore w 2 " w´1 1 w fixes 2ρ K . By Chevalley's theorem, w 2 is a product of reflections fixing 2ρ K ; that is, w 2 P W sing ncpt . Now (5) follows. Part (6) is elementary.
If θ acts trivially on the roots in H c , then all roots are imaginary, and there is not much content to Proposition 3.4(1)- (2) . If θ interchanges two simple factors R L » R 0 and R R » R 0 of the root system, then all the roots are complex, and W θ is the diagonal copy of W pR 0 q. The remaining and most interesting (indecomposable) possibility is that θ acts as a nontrivial automorphism of order 2 of a simple root system R. There is up to isomorphism exactly one such automorphism for the simple root systems of types A n pn ě 2q, D n pn ě 4q, and E 6 , and none for the other simple systems. Table 3 lists the restricted root systems in each case, and some of the other root systems described in Proposition 3.2. In each case the last two columns give two semidirect product decompositions of W res " W θ from Proposition 3.4.
One can give a similarly exhaustive enumeration of the results of Proposition 3.4(3-6), but the details are substantially more complicated; so we will content ourselves with a few examples. If the complex group G is simply connected, then X˚is the coroot lattice, which has as a basis the simple coroots. Because the roots β i are simple, the equation in Proposition 3.4(4) can have no solution unless B is empty. That is (still for G simply connected)
(In fact K must be connected in this case.) We get interesting departure from this behavior only when X˚includes more than the coroots. Enlarging X˚means passing to central quotients of G; the most interesting case is for the adjoint group. Here are some examples.
Suppose first that G " P Spp2n, Rq, the projective symplectic group. In this case
The action of θ on H c is trivial, so all the roots are imaginary. The compact ones are The nontrivial Weyl group element is w B pt 1 , . . . , t n q " pt´1 n , . . . , t´1 1 q (3.6d) (reverse order and invert all entries). (More precisely, that is the Weyl group element in Spp2nq, acting on the maximal torus pCˆq n . In our case that torus is divided by˘1.)
Suppose next that G " P SOp2n, 2nq, the projective special orthogonal group (the split form of D 2n ). In this case
We will sometimes write a semicolon between the first n and the last n coordinates of X˚for clarity. The action of θ on H c is trivial, so all the roots are imaginary. The compact ones are R cpt " tp˘e p˘eq q, p˘e n`p˘en`| 1 ď p ‰ q ď nu, 2ρ K " pn´1, n´2, . . . , 1, 0; n´1, n´2, . . . , 1, 0q P X˚. The corresponding simple coroots are the same. The elements H B have coordinates 1 ď p ď n´1 equal to 1 or 0, with the same value on coordinate p`n. The coordinates n and 2n are either p0, 0q or p1,˘1q or p2, 0q. Since θ acts by the identity, B contributes to W sing ncpt pKq if and only if H B is divisible by two in X˚; that is, if and only if
H B˘" p1, . . . , 1;´1, . . . ,¯1q, B˘" tpe p´en`p q|p ď n´1u Y tpe n¯e2n qu H B2 " p0, . . . , 2; 0, . . . , 0q, B 2 " tpe n´e2n q , pe n`e2n qu.
The three nontrivial Weyl group elements are
w B˘p s 1 , . . . , s n ; t 1 ,¨¨¨, t n q " pt 1 , . . . , t˘1 n ; s 1 , . . . , s˘1 n q w B2 ps 1 , . . . , s n ; t 1 , . . . , t n q " ps 1 , . . . , s n´1 , s´1 n ; t 1 , . . . , t n´1 , t´1 n q. (3.7d) (More precisely, those are the Weyl group elements in SOp4nq, acting on the maximal torus pCˆq 2n . In our case that torus is divided by˘1.) Because T c " H c is connected, the group K 7 " K 0 T c is connected. Therefore the group of connected components of K is
the Klein four-group. We are going to need to understand the cosets of W K0 in W θ . We conclude this section with that. Define
equivalently, these are the restricted Weyl group elements making only noncompact imaginary roots change sign. The reason these elements are of interest is that they are natural coset representatives for W K0 in W θ :
Corollary 3.9. In the setting of (3.8),
,
The groups on the right in the last formula come from the (maximal cuspidal Levi) subgroup L imag " G Ac corresponding to the imaginary roots of H c .
This is immediate from Proposition 3.4(1).

Restricted weights
There are many useful classical facts about the set of weights of a finite-dimensional representation, like the fact that all weights are in the convex hull of the extremal weights. In this section we first formulate those facts for restricted weights with respect to a maximally compact Cartan. Then we consider the behavior of invariant Hermitian forms on the restricted extremal weight spaces. Fix therefore a θ-stable system of positive roots
and a strongly integral Rc -dominant weight γ c " pλ c , ν c q. the lattice means the lattice of T c -weights of Spgq. Using this fact, we will freely replace any restricted root α P X˚pT c,0 q by its unique extension to T c as a weight of g. Define 2ρ
the sum of the coroots for the positive reduced restricted roots. If φ P X˚pT c q is any character, then there is a unique character wφ (for w P W θ ) with the property that wφ is weakly dominant for Rr es . We define the restricted height of φ by ht res pφq " xwφ, 2ρ Here is the description we want of restricted weights.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose we are in the setting of (4.1) so that in particular F pγ c q is an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of GpRq of highest weight γ c " pλ c , ν c q.
1. The set of restricted weights (and their multiplicities) is invariant under the restricted Weyl group W θ .
2. An Rr es -dominant restricted weight φ is a restricted weight of F pγ c q if and only if λ c " φ`ÿ αPRr es n α α, pn α P Nq.
In this case ht res pφq ď ht res pλ c q,
with equality if and only if φ " λ c .
3. Suppose a restricted weight φ is a weight of F pγ c q. Then We call twλ c | w P W θ u the restricted extremal weights of F pγ c q.
4. The RK-dominant restricted extremal weights are
with W 1 as in Corollary 3.9. Each such extremal weight is therefore uniquely of the form Part (1) is elementary. Part (2) is exactly parallel to a standard fact about weights of finite-dimensional representations, and can be proved in the same way. Then (3) follows from (1) and (2) . Part (4) follows from Corollary 3.9. We omit the details. Corollary 4.3. Suppose we are in the setting of (4.1), and that (4.1c) also holds, so that F pγ c q admits a GpRq 0 -invariant Hermitian form x¨,¨y F pγcq .
We normalize this form to be positive on the λ c restricted weight space.
1. The form x¨,¨y F pγcq is nondegenerate on each (one-dimensional) restricted extremal weight space wλ c , and so either positive or negative there. Write
for this sign.
2. The sign ǫ F pγcq pwq is invariant under left multiplication by W pK 0 q, and so is determined by its restriction to the coset representatives W 1 of Corollary 3.9. Proof. se:extrsig Because all characters of the compact group T c pRq are Hermitian, the Hermitian pairing necessarily makes the distinct restricted weight spaces orthogonal, and so (by nondegeneracy) defines a nondegenerate form on each restricted weight space. Now (1) is immediate. The form is preserved by GpRq 0 Ą KpRq 0 , and the Weyl group elements in W pK 0 q have representatives in KpRq 0 . So (2) follows. Part (3) can be proven by induction on the length of w. It is obvious if w " 1; so suppose w ‰ 1, and choose a simple reflection s β so that ℓps β wq " ℓpwq´1. The proposed formula for ǫpwq therefore satisfies
To complete the induction argument, we must show that ǫ actually satisfies (4.4d). The m`1-dimensional space Epw, βq " span of the weight spaces twλ´jβ | 0 ď j ď mu (4.4e)
is an irreducible representation of SLp2q, by means of the root SLp2q φ β (see (2.2)). If β is compact, Epw, βq a Hermitian representation of SU p2q, so the form is definite, and ǫps β wq " ǫpwq, as required by (4.4d). If β is noncompact, then Epw, βq is an irreducible Hermitian representation of SU p1, 1q. For such a representation, calculation in SU p1, 1q shows that the signature of the form alternates in j on the weights wλ´jβ. Consequently ǫpwq " p´1q m ǫps β wq, (4.4f) again as required by (4.4d). This completes the induction, and the proof of (3). For (4), if the form is KpRq-invariant, then it must be definite on each of the irreducible representations of KpRq generated by an extremal weight. Because the elements of W sing ncpt pKq have representatives in KpRq (Proposition 3.4(5)), the invariance property in (4) follows.
We omit the proof of the converse, which we will not use.
Dirac operator and signature calculation
We have so far avoided introducing invariant bilinear forms on g, because the idea of root data teaches us to do that. But now it is time to talk about Dirac operators, and there the choice of forms appears to be critical and unavoidable. We begin by introducing the forms and the corresponding Casimir operators. (The Casimir operators will play the role of Laplacians, of which the Dirac operator is a kind of square root.) We continue to work with our complex connected reductive algebraic group G which is defined over R, and with a chosen Cartan involution θ as in (2.1), so that we have gpRq " kpRq`spRq as in (2.1f). Fix a non-degenerate AdpGq-invariant symmetric bilinear form
We require also that B is preserved by θ, and that B is real negative definite on kpRq, real positive definite on spRq. (5.1b) If G is semisimple, the Killing form meets these requirements; in general they are easy to achieve. The properties are inherited by many real and θ-stable reductive subalgebras. For example, if H " T pRqA is a maximal torus as in (2.2b), then B is real negative definite on tpRq, real positive definite on spRq.
In particular B is nondegenerate on h, and so dualizes to a Weyl group invariant symmetric bilinear form B˚on h˚. Because the roots take imaginary values on tpRq and real values on a, we get
B˚is positive definite on the root lattice.
(5.1d)
The decomposition g " rg, gs`zpgq " g ss`z pgq (5.1e) (the second summand being the center) is orthogonal for B. On each maximal torus this gives h " h ss`z pgq, h ss " h X rg, gs; (5.1f) the first summand is the span of the coroots. Dualizing gives an orthogonal decomposition h˚" hs s`z pgq˚, (5.1g) and the first summand is the span of the roots. If tX i u is any basis of k, there is a unique dual basis tX j u defined by the requirements
The Casimir operator for K (with respect to B) is
It is independent of the choice of basis, and is fixed by AdpKq; in particular, it belongs to the center of the enveloping algebra U pkq. Consequently Ω K acts by a complex scalar operator
on any irreducible representation µ of k. In the same way, if tZ p u is any basis of g and tZ q u the dual basis, we get the Casimir operator for G
which acts by a complex scalar
on any irreducible representation π of g. If µ is an irreducible representation of K of highest weight ξ P X˚pT c q with respect to RK (see (3.3a) ), then
equality holds if and only if dξ vanishes on all coroots of K. In accordance with our policy of ignoring the difference between characters and their differentials when it is harmless, we will usually write this result as
In the same way, if pπ, F pγ cis an irreducible representation of G as in (4.1), then
We turn now to the Dirac operator. The key to its definition is the (positive definite) real quadratic space
The Clifford algebra CpspRqq is the real associative algebra with 1 generated by spRq subject to the relations
By definition CpspRqq is a quotient of the tensor algebra of spRq, from which it inherits a filtration indicated by lower subscripts:
CpspRqq m " span of products of at most m elements of spRq.
We have gr CpspRqq » Ź spRq.
(5.2d)
Here are the basic facts about the spin cover of a compact orthogonal group. an open subgroup of the algebra. The conjugation action of this group on the Clifford algebra is by algebra automorphisms. Regard CpspRqq as a Lie algebra under the commutator of the associative algebra structure; this is the Lie algebra of the group CpspRqqˆ. Then there is a natural inclusion of Lie algebras
The spin group is by definition the corresponding Lie subgroup of CpspRqqˆ:
The spin group action on CpRq by conjugation preserves the filtration, and so descends to an action on
The action on spRq preserves the quadratic form (because it comes from Clifford algebra automorphisms), so defines
The differential of π is the inverse of the Lie algebra isomorphism j; so π is a covering map. As long as dim spRq ě 2, we have ker π " t˘1u Ă CpspRqqˆ, so the covering is two to one.
Here is the representation theory of the Clifford algebra.
The complexified Clifford algebra has dimension 2 n " 2
It is the direct sum of 2 ǫ " 1 or 2 copies of a matrix algebra of rank 2 m . In particular, the center of the Clifford algebra has dimension 2 ǫ ; it is spanned by 1 and (if n is odd)
z " e 1¨¨¨e2m`1 , with te i u an orthonormal basis of spRq. This central element depends only on the orientation defined by the chosen orthonormal basis, and satisfies
The Clifford algebra has 2 ǫ irreducible representations, called spin representations, each of dimension 2 m . In case n is odd, these two representations are distinguished by the scalar by which z acts: we write pσ r˘s , S r˘s q for an irreducible representation on which z acts by˘i m´1 . If n is even, the spin representation pσ, Sq has a Z{2Z grading S " S`' S´, with each summand of dimension 2 m´1 . The generators X P spRq carry S`to S´. The action of the spin group SpinpspRqq Ă CpspRqqp reserves S˘, and acts irreducibly on each; these are the half-spin representations σ˘of (the double cover of ) an even special orthogonal group.
If n is odd, the two spin representations`σ r˘s , S r˘s˘a re isomorphic as representations of the spin group. The action is irreducible; this is the spin representation σ of (the double cover of ) an odd special orthogonal group.
Suppose that the weights for SOpspRqq acting spCq are
the last zero is present only if ǫ " 1. Then the weights of (either) spin representation S are
with ǫ j "˘1. Each such weight has multiplicity one.
It is possible to enlarge SpinpspRqq Ă CpspRqqˆto a double cover of the full orthogonal group OpspRqq. This is interesting for us because Ad : K Ñ OpspRqq need not have image inside SO. All of the discussion starting in (5.7) below can accordingly be extended to some double cover r K of K. But this is a bit complicated, and plays no essential role in this paper; so we omit it.
The real form CpspRqq of the complexified Clifford algebra corresponds to a conjugate-linear automorphism
There is also a (complex-linear) algebra antiautomorphism τ characterized by τ pXq "´X pX P spRqq.
(5.5b) (The reason for the existence of τ is that the requirement (5.5b) respects the defining relations of the Clifford algebra.) If pπ, M q is any CpspRqq C -module, the Hermitian dual vector space M h (consisting of conjugate-linear functionals on M ; see for example [1, Section 8] ) becomes a CpspRqq C -module by the requirement π h pcq " π`τ pσ R pcqq˘h pc P CpspRqq C q (5.5c) or equivalently xm, X¨µy " x´X¨m, µy pm P M, µ P M h , X P spRqq.
(5.5d)
Here we write x¨,¨y for the Hermitian pairing between M and its Hermitian dual M h . Passage to the Hermitian dual obviously fixes the unique simple CpspRqq Cmodule S in the even-dimensional case, so S admits an invariant Hermitian form x¨,¨y S : SˆS Ñ C.
(5.5e)
In the odd-dimensional case, we find for the central element z described in Proposition 5.4 that
Since z acts on S˘by the scalar p˘iq m´1 , it follows that z acts on the Hermitian dual S h by the scalar
Therefore S h » S˘, and S˘admits an invariant Hermitian form x¨,¨y S˘: S˘ˆS˘Ñ C. (5.5f) Proposition 5.6. In the setting of (5.5), the invariant Hermitian forms x, y S and x, y S˘a re all definite. We normalize them henceforth to be positive. The characteristic invariance property is xX¨s, s 1 y`xs, X¨s 1 y " 0 pX P spRqq;
that is, the action of Clifford multiplication is by skew-adjoint operators. These Hermitian forms are also invariant under the action of the spin group SpinpspRqq.
Suppose pξ, V q is a pg, K 0 q-module; (5.7a) that is, that V is at the same time a complex representation of the Lie algebra g, and a locally finite continuous representation of the Lie group K, and that the differential of ξ| K is equal to the restriction to k 0 of ξ| g . (5.7b)
Let pσ, Sq be a spin representation of the complexified Clifford algebra Cps R q C . In the odd-dimensional case, we simply choose one of the two representations S`or S´. Finally, fix any basis
for the´1 eigenspace of the Cartan involution on the real Lie algebra, and let
be the dual basis with respect to the symmetric invariant form B of (5.1). The Dirac operator for pξ, V q is the linear operator on V b S defined by
It will be convenient as in the discussion of the Clifford algebra to write
The adjoint action defines a group homomorphism
Using the covering
from Proposition 5.3, we can define a pushout
There is a short exact sequence
Projection on the first factor defines a homomorphism Ă Ad,
In this way S becomes a representation of r K 0 by
The nonzero weights of T c on s are
Here the γ j are the complex positive roots and the noncompact imaginary positive roots; and the multiplicity of the weight zero is dim A c . In light of Proposition 5.4, it follows that the weights of r K 0 on S are Of course V is a representation of r K 0 by ξ˝π, which we will just call ξ.
is a representation of r K 0 . Here are the basic facts about Parthasarthy's Dirac operator.
Proposition 5.8 (Parthasarathy [5] ). In the setting of (5.7), the Dirac operator D is independent of the choice of basis (of spRq), and commutes with the representation σ Ă K0 b ξ of r K 0 . Consequently
is a representation of r K 0 (as indeed is every eigenspace of D). The square of the Dirac operator is
Suppose next that Ω G acts on V by a complex scalar ξpΩ G q (as is automatic if ξ is irreducible). Then Lemma 5.11. Suppose that T is a linear operator on a finite-dimensional Hermitian vector space V , self-adjoint with respect to a Hermitian form of signature pP, Qq; and suppose that T has purely imaginary eigenvalues.
1. For x ‰ 0, the Hermitian form defines an isomorphism
In particular, the eigenspaces V ix and V´i x have the same dimension mpxq, and contribute pmpxq, mpxqq to the signature.
2. The Hermitian form has a nondegenerate restriction to the kernel
where it has signature pp 1 , q 1 q.
3. The signatures on V and V 0 satisfy P´Q " p 1´q1 .
In particular, the Signature invariant for V is equal to that for V 0 :
SigpV q " |P´Q| " |p 1´q1 | " SigpV 0 q.
Once stated, this result is immediate; what is true is
Here at last is the main theorem.
Theorem 5.12. Suppose in the setting of (4.1) and (4.1c) that F pγ c q is a finite-dimensional representation of GpRq admitting an invariant Hermitian form x¨,¨y F pγcq ; we normalize the form to be positive on the γ c weight space. Write 2r for the number of noncompact imaginary and complex restricted roots of T c in G: 2r " dim G{H c´d im K{T c .
Then (with notation as in Corollary 5.10)
SigpF pγ c" |p 0´q0 |{2 r .
Proof. The approximate idea is to apply Lemma 5.11 to the Dirac operator D. This is indeed a self-adjoint linear operator on the finite-dimensional Hermitian vector space F pγ c q b S. Write pp,for the signature of the form on F pγ c q; then the form on F pγ c q b S has signature pP, Qq " 2 m pp,pm " rdim s{2sq has at least some strictly positive eigenvalues, meaning that D has some real eigenvalues. The proof of Lemma 5.11 would tell us that we could compute Sig by restricting the form to these real eigenspaces. The largest of these real eigenvalues we understand, but the smaller ones are not easily accessible. So the proof strategy appears to fail.
There are at least two ways out. The simplest is to work not with G but with its commutator subgroup, a semisimple group. We already know that an integral weight (like pλ c , ν c q) must take real values on the real span of the coroots. If G is semisimple, this real span of the coroots is it c pRq`a c pRq.
Therefore the purely imaginary linear functional ν c on a c pRq must be zero, and we are back in the case (5.13c).
A second (equivalent) method is to use the strongly integral weight χ " p0,´ν c q.
This weight χ is the differential of a one-dimensional unitary character C χ of GpRq, so the signature of F pγ c q is the same as the signature of F pγ c q b C χ . This latter representation has highest weight pγ c , 0q, so we are again in the case (5.13c).
A third (still equivalent!) method would be to use not the Dirac operator of (5.7e), but one built from spRq X rg, gs. The reason we did not do that is that there is a long history and literature attached to Parthasarathy's Dirac operator; we preferred to use it and to make this extra argument at the end.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Now G " GLpn, Rq, and spRq " real symmetric matrices.
(5.14a)
We will treat the case n " 2m is even; the case of odd n is similar but slightly simpler, and we leave it to the reader. The maximal compact torus is
The restricted root system is (see Table 3 )
all of the imaginary roots are noncompact. We use the standard positive root system Rr es " te j˘ek | 1 ď j ă k ď mu Y t2e j u. In the theorem we took all the µ j to be integers, but Proposition 2.6 says that we can allow all the µ j to be half-integers as well. By definition ǫp1q " 1; Corollary 4.3 says that ǫps m q " p´1q 2µm "
(5.14h)
The two highest weights of r K 0 on the largest eigenspace of D 2 are p2µ 1 , . . . , 2µ m´1 ,˘2µ m q`pm, . . . , 2,˘1q. The dimension in this formula is calculated by the Weyl dimension formula for D m ; the weight that must be inserted in the formula is the highest weight plus ρ K , which is p2µ 1`2 m´1, . . . , 2µ m`1 q. The first formula here is precisely Theorem 1.2 (in case n is even).
